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4. Aim and Scope of the Upgraded Infobase 

The MarineTT project – European Marine Research Knowledge Transfer and Uptake of Results – is an FP7 

Coordination and Support Action (February 2010 - July 2012) that has been piloting new methodologies and 

tools for capturing, analysing and transferring knowledge from past and in-progress EC projects from the 6th 

and 7th Framework Programmes (FP6 and FP7 respectively). MarineTT has thus focused on the collection, 

analysis and synthesis of ‘Knowledge Outputs’ (hereafter referred to as KOs) of marine-related European 

funded projects in the form of exploitable results, rather than the promotion of the projects per se. 

In order to provide free and easy access to the information gathered through MarineTT, the Marine 

Knowledge Gate 1.01 was developed and launched in March 2012 as part of Work Package 2 on Information 

Management (WP2) – an online infrastructure to collate, manage and deliver information from EU-funded 

marine research projects and the knowledge generated (KOs).  

Taking advantage of previous efforts, the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 is an upgrade of the EurOcean 

European Marine Research Funded Projects Infobase (EurOcean_MaP Infobase)2, which already provided a 

wealth of information on marine science and technology projects funded through several Funding 

Programmes, including FP6. The EurOcean_MaP Infobase was first adapted by integrating FP7 (see 

Deliverable 2.1 “Adapted System and Search Facility”). The system was then further upgraded in order to 

include the information gathered through MarineTT on the knowledge generated by FP6 and FP7 marine 

projects. 

The upgraded version includes two interlinked components to facilitate navigation: a ‘Projects’ component, 

including FP7 projects; and a new ‘KOs’ component, with the information on KOs provided by project 

coordinators3 (for a detailed description of the collection of KOs see Deliverable 2.4 “Marine Projects 

Gathering Methodology”). This innovative online tool also includes a tailored search functionality in line 

with cutting-edge search engines (e.g. Google), which direct users to the most relevant information they 

need consequently improving the “access to EU research results for industry, multipliers, the civil society, 

and policy-makers”4. 

The Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 has been continuously updated with FP7 marine related projects during 

the lifetime of MarineTT, with the last update corresponding to the 30th of June 20115. Additionally, the 

Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 will be in place after the end of the MarineTT project and different Funding 

Programmes will be further updated on a regular basis.  

                                                             
1
 Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0: http://www.kg.eurocean.org/  

2 EurOcean_MaP Infobase – available online on EurOcean Portal since March 2007, provided an inventory of 772 marine science 
and technology projects funded through seven Funding Programmes (COST, EUROCORES, EUREKA, LIFE, INTERREG III, SMAP & FP6). 
3 

The information on KOs was gathered through a MarineTT online survey targeting the project coordinators of 325 marine projects 
from FP6 and of 184 from FP7 available at the EC CORDIS online database as of the 31st of May 2010. A total of 593 KOs (432 KOs 
from 102 FP6 projects and 161 from 46 FP7 projects) have been finally incorporated in the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 after their 
analysis and synthesis carried out by the MarineTT Team and further validation by a group of external European experts and the 
corresponding project coordinators.  
4 Information source: MarineTT Description of Work 
5
 Note that the information collection process for KOs was based on the FP6 and FP7 marine related projects available at the EC 

CORDIS online database as of the 31st of May 2010. Nevertheless, the collection of information from FP7 projects has continued 
during the lifetime of MarineTT, although without gathering information on KOs. 

http://www.kg.eurocean.org/
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5. Structure of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 

The Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 includes two interlinked components – ‘Projects’ and ‘Knowledge Outputs’ 

(KOs) – to facilitate access to and navigation across the information available. Additionally, the Marine 

Knowledge Gate 1.0 has three different infobase layers, namely: ‘Homepage’, ‘Search Records’ page, 

‘Individual Records’ page. 

5.1. Information Fields 

The fields of information provided are specific for each of the two components of the Marine Knowledge 

Gate 1.0, namely: ‘Projects’ and ‘KOs’. Nevertheless, the ‘Projects’ component provides the list of related 

KOs when available, and the ‘KOs’ component provides key information on the related project. A detailed 

description of the information fields is provided in Deliverable 2.2 “Research Project Profile Template”. 

From the three layers of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 (‘Homepage’, ‘Search Records’ page, ‘Individual 

Records’ page), the fields for both ‘Projects’ and ‘KOs’ are provided in the ‘Individual Record’ page: 

‘Description of the Project’ page for the ‘Projects’ Component and, ‘Description of the KO’ page for the 

‘KOs’ Component. 

Information Fields for ‘Projects’ 

The information fields of projects are mainly based on the Standard Project Details available on the official 

sources of information of EU-funded research projects6 for each of the Programmes offered in the infobase. 

The fields ultimately depend on the specificities of the Programme (e.g. FP6 Activity Area vs. FP7 Themes). 

The list of information fields for projects for all the available Programmes is the following: 

 Acronym 

 Title 
 Programme 

 Action (only for COST projects) 

 Technical Area (only for EUREKA projects) 

 EUROCORES Programme (only for EUROCORES projects) 
 Activity Area (only for FP6) 

 Theme (only for FP7) 

 Instrument (Contract Type) (only for FP6 & FP7) 

 Regional Area (only for INTERREG III) 

 Strand (only for INTERREG III) 
 Priority (only for SMAP) 

 Start Year 

 End Year 
 Duration 

 Project Coordinator (including link to e-mail7) 

 Coordinator Country 

 Other Countries Involved 
 Coordinator Institution 

 Other Institutions Involved 

 Project Funding 

 Project Summary 

 Project Website8 
 Final Report

9
 

 Related Knowledge Outputs 

                                                             
6 COST Actions Search: http://www.cost.esf.org/domains_actions/all_actions 
EUREKA Projects Search: http://www.eurekanetwork.org/project-search 
EUROCORES Completed Programmes: http://www.esf.org/activities/eurocores/completed-programmes.html 
FP6 & FP7 EC CORDIS: http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/home_en.html 
INTERREG III - EC Regional Policy – Inforegio: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/archive/interreg3/abc/abc_en.htm 
LIFE Projects Search: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/life/project/Projects/index.cfm 
SMAP Website no longer active 
7 Project coordinators emails are extracted from the Internet (e.g. project websites, institutional websites) when not accessible in 
the official information sources on European research projects. 
8 Project websites are directly extracted from the Internet when not available in the official sources of European research projects. 
9
 Links to Project Final Reports are provided, when available, which are stored in the official information sources on European 

research projects (e.g. CORDIS Documents Library) 
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Information Fields for ‘KOs’ 

The information fields of KOs were first defined for gathering information from project coordinators 

through the MarineTT Survey10 (i.e. the source of information for KOs). The information was further 

verified, completed and synthesised by the MarineTT Team, when required. It was finally validated by a 

group of external European experts and the corresponding project coordinators. 

 KO Title 

 KO Description 

 KO Type 

 Potential End Users & Applications 

 Sectors & Subsectors to potentially benefit 

 Publicly Available 

 KO Source of Information 

 Link to KO Source of Information 

 IP/Confidentiality 

 KO Status 

 Date of Collection of Information 

 Other Knowledge Outputs from the Project 

Note that ‘Potential End Users & Applications’ and ‘Sectors & Subsectors to potentially benefit’ were extra 

fields resulting from the process of analysis and validation of the information on KOs. 

The information fields provided for the Related Project are the following: 

 Project Acronym 

 Programme 

 Project End Year 

 Project Coordinator (including link to e-mail) 

 Project Funding 

5.2. Search Functionality 

The Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 provides Search Functionality for users to extract information through the 

search fields provided for each of the two main interlinked components of the infobase – ‘Projects’ and 

‘KOs’.  

The user can select one option from each of the search fields provided and extract the list of records under 

the search criteria selected. The Search Query is always visible at the top of the corresponding list of 

records, allowing the user to keep track of the choices made. The number of records extracted under a 

certain Search Query is also provided at the top of the corresponding list of records under the heading of 

‘Search Results’. 

‘Search Tips’ are always accessible through the banner at the bottom of any of the infobase layers to assist 

users in the searching process. 

                                                             
10 

See Deliverable 2.4 “Marine Projects Gathering Methodology” for a detailed description of the collection of KOs. 
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Additionally, the homepage interactive graphs, besides visually displaying the content of the infobase, also 

provide pre-determined search options that guide users through the information available in the infobase. 

The Search Functionality is provided both in the Homepage and in the ‘Search Records’ page. The ‘Search 

Records’ page provides specific search fields according to the infobase component – ‘Projects’ or ‘KOs’. 

Homepage 

The homepage of the Marine Knowledge Gate provides direct access to the two interlinked components: 

‘Projects’ and ‘KOs’. It also provides direct access to list of projects from each of the Programmes available 

in the infobase. 

Additionally, the homepage interactive graphics provide direct access to the information available in the 

infobase through pre-determined search options based on three major indicators (Programmes, Countries 

and Funding), taking users to the list of records under the selected category (e.g. list of projects under the 

COST Programme; list of KOs under the FP6 Programme; list of projects in which UK is part of the Project 

Consortium; list of KOs in which France is part of the Project Consortium; list of projects with less than 300K 

Euros of EU Funding; list of KOs generated by projects with EU Funding between 600K and 900K Euros). 

Figure 1 below provides an example of the homepage interactive graphs of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 

by showing a snapshot of the homepage interactive graph of Projects and KOs by Programme. This 

snapshot also shows the search fields available in the homepage (‘Projects’, ‘Knowledge Outputs’, and 

‘Programmes’, including the different options of Programmes provided in the infobase). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Snapshot of homepage of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 
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Search Fields for ‘Projects’ 

The search fields available in the ‘Search Records’ page for ‘Projects’ are: Free Text, Programmes, 

Countries, Countries 2, FP6 / FP7 Institutions, Duration, Project Funding, Instruments, FP6 Activity Areas, 

FP7 Themes, Interreg Regional Areas, and FP6 / FP7 Knowledge Outputs. 

Free Text 
allows for searching projects according to terms in the Project Acronym, Title and Summary. Note that the 

‘Free Text’, although not case sensitive, searches in the exact order of the terms included 

Programmes allows for searching projects according to the Programmes available in the infobase 

Countries 
allows for searching the projects in which a ‘Continent’ or a ‘Country’ participate either as Coordinator or as 

Partner 

Countries 2 

allows for a cross-search once a ‘Continent’ or a ‘Country’ is selected under the Countries search option, and 

retrieves the projects in which the 2 options selected are part of the Project Consortium (e.g. projects in 

which ‘Continent’ or ‘Country’ “1” AND ‘Continent’ or ‘Country’ “2” participate either as Coordinators or as 

Partners) 

FP6 / FP7 

Institutions 

allows for searching projects according to terms in the Institution Acronym and Name, in English or in native 

language whenever the official English name is not available; an auto-complete functionality also allows the 

user to easily select an option from the list of available institutions. Note that institutions are currently 

available only for FP6 and FP7 projects 

Duration 
allows for searching projects according to intervals of years in which the Project ‘Start Year’ and ‘End Year’ 

are included 

Project Funding 

allows for searching projects by intervals of EU Funding Allocation; the intervals offered have been selected 

in order to provide the best possible representation of the universe of information (please refer to ‘Projects 

and KOs by Funding’ in the Homepage Interactive Graphs section below) 

Instruments allows for searching projects according to the Funding Instruments of FP6 or of FP7 

FP6 Activity Areas allows for searching projects according to the Activity Areas of FP6 

FP7 Themes allows for searching projects according to the Themes of FP7 

Interreg Regional 

Areas 
allows for searching projects according to the Regional Areas of INTERREG 

FP6 / 

FP7Knowledge 

Outputs 

allows for searching projects containing information on the knowledge generated (KOs). Note that 

information on KOs is currently available only for FP6 and FP7 projects. 

 

A practical example showing the advanced search functionality for ‘Projects’ is the following: 

Example 1: list of Environment projects under a certain Search Query 

When searching for EU-funded marine projects under FP7 (514 records) from the Enviornment Theme (59 

records), that are Large-Scale Integrating Projects (32 records), in which Ireland (163 records) and Portugal 

(262 records) are both involved either as Coordinator or as Partner (80 records out of the cross-search), 

starting and ending between 2008 and 2012 (342 records), with a funding allocated between 4.2 and 14M€ 

(121 records), and that contain information about the knowledge generated or KOs (148 records), a list of 2 

records is retrieved, with the HERMIONE and WISER projects. The result of the Search Criteria from 

Example 1 is provided in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2. Example of the list of Environment projects under a certain Search Criteria 
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Search Fields for ‘KOs’ 

The search fields available in the ‘Search Records’ page for ‘KOs’ are: Free Text, KO Type, Potential End 

Users, Sectors to Benefit, Publicly Available, KO Status, Programmes, Countries, Countries 2, and Project 

Funding. 

Free Text 

allows for searching KOs according to terms in the KO Title and Description as well as in the Acronym of the 

Related/Source Project. Note that the ‘Free Text’, although not case sensitive, searches in the exact order of the 

terms included 

KO Type 
allows for searching KOs according to the different categories of knowledge items produced in the course of 

research projects. Note that the KO Type classification was created in the context of the MarineTT Project 

Potential End 

Users 

allows for searching KOs according to the users that might benefit from the KO, according to the responses of the 

project coordinators to the MarineTT Survey (KOs information source). Additionally, for each End User, potential 

applications were identified by the MarineTT Team and further validated by a group of external European experts. 

Note that the classification for Potential End Users of the KOs was created in the context of the MarineTT Project 

Sectors to 

Benefit 

allows for searching KOs according to the Sectors and Subsectors to potentially benefit from the KO, which were 

identified by the MarineTT Team and further validated by a group of European experts. Note that the 

Sectors/Subsectors classification was created in the context of the MarineTT Project 

Publicly 

Available 

allows for searching KOs with information available in the public domain; relevant links are provided when 

possible. Note that the ‘Unknown’ category is for those records where there is no information on whether the KO 

is publicly available or not 

KO Status 

allows searching for KOs that are completed. Note that the ‘In Progress’ category refers to those KOs that were 

not completed at the time that the information was provided by the Project Coordinators through the MarineTT 

Survey (July -October 2010). Although this information is to be further updated in due time, we advise you to 

contact the Project Coordinator for updated information on a specific KO 

Programmes 

allows for searching KOs under the Programmes available in the infobase. Note that KOs information is currently 

available only for FP6 and FP7, although KOs from the other Programmes will be collected and uploaded in the 

EurOcean_KG in due time. Thus, any Project Coordinator from the different Programmes available in 

EurOcean_KG is able to add KOs through the ‘Add KO’ and/or ‘Update KO’ functionalities 

Countries 
allows for searching the KOs in which a ‘Continent’ or a ‘Country’ participates either as coordinator or as partner 

in the project generating the knowledge 

Countries 2 

allows for a cross-search once a ‘Continent’ or a ‘Country’ is selected under the Countries search option, and 

retrieves the KOs generated by the projects in which the 2 options selected are part of the Project Consortium 

(e.g. projects in which ‘Continent’ or ‘Country’ “1” AND ‘Continent’ or ‘Country’ “2” participate either as 

Coordinators or as Partners of the projects generating the KOs) 

Project 

Funding 

allows for searching KOs by intervals of EU Funding allocated to the projects generating the KOs; the intervals 

offered have been selected in order to provide the best possible representation of the universe of information 

(please refer to ‘Projects and KOs by Funding’ in the Homepage Interactive Graphs section below) 

 

Note that the search fields ‘Potential End-Users’ and ‘Sectors to Benefit’ may assist different types of 

stakeholder (e.g. policy-makers, environmental managers, SMEs, etc.) to search for the information on the 

knowledge that might be of use to them. The search field ‘KO Type’ might be also useful in this regard. 
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A practical example showing the advanced search functionality for ‘KOs’ is the following: 

Example 2: list of KOs from FP7 projects under a certain Search Query 

When searching for KOs from EU-funded marine projects from the FP7 (161 records), in which Ireland (176 

records) and Portugal (216 records) are both involved either as Coordinator or as Partner (94 records out of 

the cross-search), belonging to projects with a funding allocated between 4.2 and 14M€ (167 records), and 

that are completed (500 records) and publicly available (442 records), a list of 6 records is retrieved 

belonging to 3 different projects (HERMIONE; MARINA PLATFORM, and WISER). The result of the Search 

Criteria from Example 2 is provided in Figure 3 below. 

 

 

Figure 3. Example of the list of KOs from FP7 projects under a certain Search Criteria 
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5.3. Display Options and Tools 

The Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 provides users with different information display options and tools, which 

can be divided into the different infobase layers, namely: ‘Homepage’, ‘Search Records’ page, ‘Individual 

Records’ page. 

Homepage 

In the homepage, interactive graphs are available that display the total number of ‘Projects’ and ‘KOs’ 

available at the time of accessing the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 according to the following indicators: 

Programmes, Countries and Funding.  

As may be seen in the figures below, the number of projects is represented by the proportion of space 

occupied in the inner circle, whereas the number of KOs, when available, is represented by the space 

occupied in the X axis in the outer circle. Isolines are provided to help visualising the number of KOs. The 

exact figures (number of Projects and KOs) are provided in pop-up boxes that appear when the cursor is 

place on top of a particular area of the graph. 

 

Programmes: the graph represents the total number of Projects and KOs for each of the Programmes 

available in the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Homepage interactive graph on Projects and KOs by Programme 
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Countries: the graph represents the total number of Projects and associated KOs by top participating 

countries in research projects, either as Project Coordinator or Partner. Note that the KOs are assigned to 

the Project Consortium. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Homepage interactive graph on Projects and KOs by Countries 

Funding: the graph represents the total number of Projects within intervals of allocated EU Funding and the 

total number of associated KOs generated under those projects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Homepage interactive graph on Projects and KOs by Funding 

The intervals have been selected in order to provide the best possible representation of the universe of 

information, with smaller intervals (300K Euros) for those funding ranges with the highest number of 

Projects and bigger intervals (1M Euros or higher) for those ranges of funding with fewer number of 

Projects. Note that the KOs are assigned to the funding interval of the corresponding project. 
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Search Records 

In the ‘Search Records’ page, the search fields together with the list of records are provided simultaneously. 

The different options under each search field are displayed when clicking on the search field name. The list 

of records is automatically updated upon conducting each single search. For the list of search fields refer to 

Search Functionality section above.  

 Search Query 

The search options selected are always visible at the top of the corresponding list of records, allowing the 

user to keep track of the choices made.  

 Search Results 

The number of records extracted under a certain Search Query is also provided at the top of the 

corresponding list of records under the heading of ‘Search Results’. 

 List of Records Fields 

The information provided in the list of records is specific for each of the two components of the infobase: 

‘Projects’ and ‘Knowledge Outputs’ (KOs).  

 Projects: the information provided in the list of records for Projects is the Project Acronym and 

Title, Coordinator Institution Acronym and Name, the Coordinator Country and the Duration of the 

project. 

 KOs: the information provided in the list of records for KOs is the KO Title, KO Type and Project 

Acronym. 

 Online List Sorting Tool 

In order to assist users to visualise and navigate across the records, the list can be sorted alphabetically by 

any of the fields provided in list of records table, by clicking the corresponding name in the column heading.  

 List of Records Display Tool 

The list of records can be displayed all at once (‘See full results’ option) or in batches of 20 records (‘See 

paged results’ option). The ‘See paged results’ option provides batches of 20 records and a system to 

navigate from page to page is provided at the top and at the bottom of the list of records of each page. 

Figure 7 below provides the list of records for Projects that have been sorted by the Project Acronym under 

the ‘See paged results’ option. 
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Figure 7. Snapshot of the list of records for Projects sorted by the Project Acronym under the ‘See paged results’ option 

 

  

The list of records can be extracted as a printable PDF through the ‘Printable tabular PDF’ button. 

Individual Records 

  

The information of a certain record (Project or KO) can be also extracted in a printable format through the 

‘Printable PDF’ button. 
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5.4. Navigations Tools 

The Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 has been developed with two main separate but interlinked components 

for easy navigation between the information on ‘Projects’ and the information on ‘KOs’. Additionally, there 

are different levels of information: the list of records resulting from a certain search and the information 

from a specific record, Project or KO. Additionally, the homepage is the first access level to the information 

available in the infobase. 

Due to the complexity entailed by these different layers of information, navigation tools are provided for 

the user to search easily and access the information required. 

 

 The top banner of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 is always available and clickable in any of the 

infobase layers and brings the user back to the homepage at once. 

Figure 8. Snapshot of the Marine Knowledge Gate top banner 

The banner also provides a hyperlinked MarineTT logo redirecting the users to the MarineTT website11, 

in which information on the project is available. 

The EurOcean logo is provided as the developer and host of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0. This logo 

is hyperlinked and brings the user to the EurOcean portal12. 

 

                                                             
11 MarineTT Project website: http://www.marinett.eu/  
12

 EurOcean Portal: http://www.eurocean.org/  

http://www.marinett.eu/
http://www.eurocean.org/
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 In the ‘Individual Records’ page, the list of ‘Related KOs’ is provided, when available (see Figure 9 

below). Each KOs is clickable and brings the user to the corresponding ‘Description of the KO’ page.  

Figure 9. Snapshot of the ‘Description of the Project’ page for the ACOBAR in Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 
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 In the ‘Description of the KOs’ page, the information on the ‘Related Project’ is provided. The Project 

Acronym is clickable and brings the user to the ‘Description of the Project’ page. The list of ‘Other 

Knowledge Outputs from the Project’ is also provided, when available (see Figure 10 below). Each KOs 

is clickable and brings the user to the corresponding ‘Description of the KO’ page of the related KO.  

Figure 10. Snapshot of the ‘Description of the Project’ page for ACOBAR in Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 
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From the page in which a specific record is described (Description of the Project or Description of the 

Knowledge Output), the ‘Back to list’ button allows the user to come back to the original ‘List of Records’ 

page in which the search was performed.  

The ‘Back to list’ button will always bring the user back to the original ‘List of Records’ page in which the 

search was performed, regardless of the pages visited by the user either in the Projects component or in 

the KOs one. 

  

The Reset button allows users to start a new search.  

Note that a Search Query is only deleted when clicking the ‘Reset’ button; otherwise, the Search Query 

remains despite the user navigating from one component to another (‘Projects’ and ‘KOs’) or across the 

different infobase layers (‘Homepage’, ‘Search Records’ page, ‘Individual Records’ page), no matter how 

many clicks are made. The Search Query also remains when clicking the banner from any of the infobase 

layers to go directly to the homepage. 

 

5.5. Update Functionalities 

This functionality allows the user to Add new/Update existing Projects and KOs13. For each of these options, 

an online form is provided that is automatically delivered to the EurOcean Team upon submission 

(snapshots of the online forms to fill in information on ‘Projects’ and ‘KOs’ are provided in Annex 1). The 

information submitted is then validated by the EurOcean Team (MarineTT partner and developer and host 

of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0) before being displayed. 

The form contains mandatory fields, including key contact details of the person submitting and basic details 

of the project, which allow the EurOcean Team to validate the source of the information. Non-mandatory 

fields include all the information fields for ‘Projects’ or ‘KOs’ (refer to Information Fields section above or 

see Deliverable 2.2 “Research Project Profile Template”). Additionally, an ‘Observations’ field provides 

users with a space to include any additional explanations, issues or feedback. Although drop-down menus 

are provided for some of the fields to help users to fill in the forms, the ‘Observations’ box also allows users 

to propose new categories that are not yet offered. CAPTCHA is also included to avoid spam. 

As for including information on institutions in the ‘Projects’ forms, an auto-complete functionality is 

available that allows users to easily select an option from the list of available institutions. Nevertheless, the 

system also allows users to write down the name of an institution that has not yet been included in the 

system following a provided format for harmonisation purposes. 

                                                             
13

 Note that new KOs can only be added to existing Projects. After submitting the information on a new Project the user is provided 
with a link to insert a new KO to the Project proposal. 
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Update functionalities for Projects 

  

The ‘Add new Project’ button is always available in the left-hand side of the banner at the bottom of any of 

the infobase layers, as shown in Figure 11 below.  

Figure 11. Snapshot of the banner at the bottom of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0. 

  

The ‘Update Project’ button is available in the left-hand side of the ‘Individual Record’ page of the ‘Projects’ 

Component. The ‘Update Project’ form is the same as the ‘Add new Project’ one in Annex 1, although the 

information on the project is provided under the corresponding fields, when available. This information can 

be rewritten in free text format fields, or replaced by other categories in the list of drop-down menus fields. 

As mentioned above, the ‘Observations’ box also allows users to include new categories that are not yet 

offered in the drop-down menus. 

 

Update functionalities for KOs 

  

The ‘Add KO’ button is available in the left-hand side of the ‘Individual Record’ page of the ‘Projects’ 

Component, as KOs can only be added to existing projects. The form to fill in information on a new project 

is provided in Annex 1. CAPTCHA is included to avoid spam.  

  

The ‘Update KO’ button is available in the left-hand side of the ‘Individual Record’ page of the ‘KOs’ 

Component. The ‘Update KO’ form is the same as the ‘Add KO’ one in Annex 1, although the information on 

the KO is provided under the corresponding fields, when available. As was the case for the ‘Update Project’ 

form, this information can be rewritten in free text format fields, or replaced by other categories in the list 

of drop-down menus fields. As mentioned above, the ‘Observations’ box also allows users to include new 

categories that are not yet offered in the drop-down menus. 
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6. Contents of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 

A general overview of the contents of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 is provided below as key figures of 

the two interlinked components – ‘Projects’ and ‘Knowledge Outputs’ (KOs) – by the different Programmes 

available in the infobase. The total number of institutions available in the infobase is also provided14. 

Programme Projects KOs Institutions 

COST 22 -- -- 

EUREKA 17 -- -- 

EUROCORES 28 -- -- 

FP6 471 432  

FP7 514 161  

INTERREG III 123 -- -- 

LIFE 99 -- -- 

SMAP 5 -- -- 

TOTAL 1279 593 3897 

Table 1. Key figures on the contents of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 (Last update on June 30, 2012) 

The Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 provides a ‘Technical Note’ in the bottom banner of any of the infobase 

layers, in which a brief description of the information sources and the population process is provided. This 

allows users to describe the information universe when conducting analysis out of search results extracted 

from the infobase (for more detailed information on the analytical potential of the Marine Knowledge Gate 

1.0, refer to Deliverable 6.5 “Prototype online analytical tool”). The ‘Disclaimer’, also available at the 

bottom banner of any of the infobase layers, provides further guidelines for users that want to use the 

information extracted from the infobase.  

 

7. Maintenance of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 

The Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 has been continuously updated with FP7 marine related projects during 

the lifetime of MarineTT, with the last update corresponding to the 30th of June 201115. Additionally, the 

Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 will be in place after the end of the MarineTT project as it is based on the 

EurOcean_MaP Infobase and will be maintained and hosted by EurOcean (MarineTT partner in charge of 

WP2 on Information Management and of the development of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0). 

Different Funding Programmes will be further updated on a regular basis and also at particular times when 

relevant events take place (i.e. specific European calls). Potential improvements based on future 

requirements or on users’ feedback may take place if required (e.g. including national level projects). 

                                                             
14 Note that, at the moment, institutions are only available in the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0 for FP6 and FP7 projects. 
15

 Note that the information collection process for KOs was based on the FP6 and FP7 marine related projects available at the EC 
CORDIS online database as of the 31st of May 2010 (see Deliverable 2.4 “Marine Projects Gathering Methodology”). Nevertheless, 
the collection of information from FP7 projects has continued during the lifetime of MarineTT, although without gathering 
information on KOs. 
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Annex 1. Online forms to fill information on ‘Projects’ and ‘KOs’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Snapshot of ‘Add new Project’ form of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0. 
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Figure 13. Snapshot of ‘Add new KO’ form of the Marine Knowledge Gate 1.0. 


